Partners meeting, Marseilles 20th- 23th May 2018
Tue 22nd May 2018


welcoming
- team (re)building
the group was not the same than the last international meeting we did: we had three
adult educators: Pippo, Isabel and Darja – from Italy, Portugal and Slovenia- and twosocial
workers from the french staff.
- refreshing the project structure and steps
Divided in transnational groups we read several paragraphs of the project’s aplication
(duration, target group, aims and objectives, activities, dissemination of results, internal
and external communication, follow up) and resume it to the others in orther to remember
the main structure and contents.
It also permited us to reflect about the methods and approaches that we’ll use along all
the process and to share our different visions regarding the issues we are discussing.
After that we fixed a schematic draw of the next actions we are suppose to unthertake
just to clarify what to do in the next monthes.
The main focus of the discussion was the link between the local surveys and the
International Training (which contents? Who will be the participants? what about the
trainers?)


let's talk about the local surveys:
- sharing results
each national group presented their results and discuss them

 Marseille for real
We’ve participated actively in a French self esteem language course organized by two
youth workers that were volunteering in Hors Pistes. It was an efficient way to explore
group dynamics and to get in contact with practical examples of non-formal education
activities suitable to adult learners.
Tue 22nd May 2018
 Using e-portfolio
Portuguese delegation presented an e-portfolio guid e and ilustrated it with some
practical example
We realise that e-portfolio’s main actons are: to collect; to reflect; to give direction and
to make connections, and we agree in not choosing a fixed template in orther to let users
free to explore different containers and to create their own.
We decided to repeat this presentation about e.portfolio as a tool of learning
recognition in the International Training Course. As well as we will have sessions specially
to create self reflection contents in orther to fill e-portfolios


what to do next?

-

Developing and sharing local workshops proposals and ideas (in national groups)

- setting international training
The International Training Course will take place in Catania from 9th till 15th October
2018.
It will be a residential training of five days in an Hotel near by Nicolosi (a little village 30
kmts far from Catania)
The profile of the 24 participants, 6 from each country, will be quite heterogeneous and
the programm will reflect the educational need that came from the 4 local surveys:
- Group dynamics and conflict management
- non formal education and popular education methods
- learn how to learn- learning reflection and recognition
- motivation and active participation
- e-portfolio and self reflection e-tools
In orther to stimulate edcators to share experiences and working practices
we will dedicated a session in the T.C. to the Open Space Method. Ana and Saro will be
the trainers that will facilitate the sessions and cordinate the didactic pool (each country
will have an ‘expert’ participant, that will be prepared to run n working session).



Marseille for real
We had lunch in a comunitary canteen that is open to the proposals of informal
groups that wanted to collect money for social purposes.
We viseted a big cultural center ( La Friche – la Belle de Mai) with exhibitions, radio
stations, bookshop, lybrary, offices, a bar, parks…
 Just before we go…
- sharing tasks and stabilishing the next deadlines
Blog – Teresa and Alice will create a Wordpress blog and coordinate it
Google drive - Mariaelena will share a folder to collect documents and materials
Preparation of the International T.C.- Ana will design the programm and coordinate the
pool of experts
- monitoring and evaluating
with google drive and blog we have to collect videos, photos and statements of our
local and onternational actions

